
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
COVID-19 Restricted Visitor Access 
 

Why has Benetas temporarily closed its aged care homes in Metropolitan 

Melbourne to non-essential visitors and contractors?  

This is a precautionary measure in the interests of protecting the health and safety 

of our residents who are most vulnerable to the coronavirus. Following the record-

high number of 191 new COVID-19 cases in Victoria recorded on Tuesday 7 July, the 

Victorian Government announced that Metropolitan Melbourne and Mitchell Shire 

will reinstate Stage Three restrictions for six weeks. Aligned with the heightened 

risk of community transmission in these areas, we believe this is an important 

preventative measure for us to take.  

Why has Benetas temporarily closed its aged care home Dalkeith Gardens in 

Traralgon to non-essential visitors and contractors? 

This is a precautionary measure in the interests of protecting the health and safety of 

our residents who are most vulnerable to the coronavirus. In addition to the rising 

number of cases in metropolitan Melbourne, unfortunately we have also seen a 

rising number of cases in the Traralgon region. 

To protect the health and safety of our residents, we believe it is important that 

we take proactive, preventative action and reinstate restricted visitor access to 

Dalkeith Gardens from 11:59pm Tuesday 14 July. 

 

How long will these restrictions be in place?  

Consistent with the Victorian Government’s Stage Three restrictions across 

Metropolitan Melbourne, Benetas will introduce these measures from 11.59 pm 

Wednesday 8 July, for the period of six weeks in line with the Victorian 

Government Stage Three timeframe. We have committed to keeping families, 



 

residents, and the broader Benetas community regularly updated as the situation 

evolves.   

What is the definition of “essential” visitors?  

We define essential visitors as facility staff, health care providers (such as GPs and 

physios), hospitality service providers (such as catering, cleaning and linen), and 

urgent and essential property maintenance. These arrangements are in place to 

ensure the effective operations of Benetas residential aged care homes during this 

period, and the health and safety of all residents.  

 

Can I visit my loved one on compassionate grounds?  

We will have measures in place for you to visit your loved one for compassionate 

purposes, which will be assessed on an individual basis. Please be assured that 

family members whose loved one is receiving end of life care will be welcome to 

our homes. We will ask that no more than two visitors attend at a time, and 

Benetas’ wider visitor access precautions will apply in these circumstances.  

Can my family member leave the affected homes?  

Your loved one will continue to be able to leave and re-enter the home to attend 

urgent and necessary medical appointments. You are also welcome to take your 

loved one home for extended leave if you choose. Any resident who leaves the 

home for one or more nights, however, will be subject to isolation in their room on 

return to protect the safety and wellbeing of other residents.  

How can I keep in contact with my loved one? 

We have made arrangements to ensure family members have other avenues to 

contact and communicate with their loved ones. We have a system on the Benetas 

website which allows you to send a message to your loved one, this message can 

also include images. Please go to the residential aged care section of our website: 

https://www.benetas.com.au/residential-aged-care. Click on the locations tab 

https://www.benetas.com.au/residential-aged-care


 

under the image. You will see all of our homes listed. Please go to the home where 

your loved one is and you will see the tab that says ‘Message a resident’. We have 

assigned staff responsible to ensure your message gets to your loved one. 

Unfortunately we do not have the capacity to facilitate responses but you can be 

sure your message will get through.  

Can I still deliver special items delivered to my family members at the home? 

Like the equipment, personal items or special treats I usually give them?  

This should not be a problem however please call the Residential Manager first to 

arrange how to drop these items off safely. 

 

If I can access the outside of my loved one’s room can I take a chair and phone 

them and chat while I look at them through the window?  

Yes absolutely. We are happy to look at ways that we can maintain connections 

between families and residents to ensure they do not feel completely cut off. We 

are also looking at additional ways to maintain these important connections.  

Are you admitting new residents to your facilities and taking in new residents? 

Yes. As an essential services provider, Benetas will continue to take new residents 

and provide this important care environment for those in need. We will continue to 

take referrals, admit new residents and ensure that the valuable services we 

provide to the community are not diminished. If you would like more information 

on availability of places at one of our homes, please visit our web-site at 

benetas.com.au where you will find information about each home and don’t 

hesitate to call the Benetas Customer Centre on 1300 23 63 82.  

Have you supplied your staff at all locations with hand sanitizer and protective 

masks where appropriate? What steps have you taken to ensure their health 

and safety?  

As an aged care provider, we are well practised at managing infectious outbreaks 



 

such as flu and gastro, for example. However with the current situation, we have 

implemented much more rigorous health, safety and hygiene protocols at all sites. 

We have sourced extra supplies and continue to ensure our sites are well stocked 

with them. We have also initiated additional staff training procedures, anyone 

entering our homes will do so via a single door and we continue to be checking the 

temperature of all visitors. 

What about Benetas homes that are outside metropolitan Melbourne area? Am I 

able to visit these homes? 

Our three residential aged care homes in regional Victoria continue to remain open 

for visitors as these are outside the Victorian Government locked down areas.  

Specifically Gisborne Oaks, St Laurence Court Kangaroo Flat and St Laurence Court 

Eaglehawk will remain open and can be visited under our current visitor 

management protocols. Please contact each home to make a booking. For more 

information about visiting times and screening requirements visit the location page 

for each home on our website at benetas.com.au.    

What about if I live in metropolitan Melbourne or Mitchell Shire, can I visit my 

loved one if they are in one of the regional homes?  

If you live in Metropolitan Melbourne, we strongly advise that you reconsider 

visiting your loved one at our regional residential aged care homes at this time, 

with the exception of Dalkeith Gardens which has temporarily restricted all non-

essential visitors consistent with Government Directives, those who live in 

Metropolitan Melbourne are instructed to stay home unless they have one of the 

four specified reasons to leave home. These include providing care or for 

compassionate reasons. If you need to visit a resident in a Benetas home to provide 

care of for compassionate reasons, please make sure to comply thoroughly with 

Benetas’ stringent screening and visitor process in place. This will help us protect 

the health and safety of our residents and the broader community.  

If you have further questions, please direct these to 

covid19enquiries@benetas.com.au.  

https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/victorias-restriction-levels-covid-19
mailto:covid19enquiries@benetas.com.au

